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why
Because it can be customized to your needs. In a single solution you have everything you need
to store any type of document: Invoices, delivery sheets, orders from your ERP system, mail,
faxes, drawings, internal documents, letters, etc..
Because in addition to storing this information you will be able to manage it, you can distribute
it without duplicating, enable the management of revisions and organize in folders and binders.
With the template engine you can use ARXivar as a starting point for creating documents and
company forms.
Because you can use it to liberate your company from paper and manage your processes faster.
Because taking advantage of Process Management you will always have your company under
control. With our process designer you can easily and quickly define the models that govern
your organization, transforming what is usually done by hand, based on paper and signatures
into a stream of instant, light, electronic information.
To reduce paper consumption and contribute to the preservation of forests.
Because you will save time you can devote to more profitable activities .
Because the ROI (Return on Investment) of a solution like ARXivar is less than one year. This
means that in less than one year you will save more than what you spent. (source: Study of the
university Politecnico di Milano on electronic document management)

Business Partner
ARXivar is sold all over the world trough a network of Qualified Business Partners.

Our typical Business Partners are all the companies that would like to integrate their
products and services with our Document and a Business Process Management platform.
They are Software houses, system integrators, consultants, professionals and every one who
understands that document and process management is a rapidly increasing business.
We promote our solution ONLY through BP and they are our most important asset.
We work with them to promote our solution through events, fairs, online presentations.
We help them to integrate ARXivar with their solutions and services.

Who needs it

for...

Companies, public offices, associations, banks and anyone who needs an integrated document and information
management system. ARXivar is currently used in:

Corporate sector
With ARXivar a company can designate a single
location to store all its information such as
documents, faxes, e-mail, drawings, pictures etc
This opens a wide range of management
opportunities like Business Process Management
with workflows and information distribution and
control.

Public sector

Here we can manage document registration,
digital binder creation and all filing
requirements.
With workflow management we can design and
keep under control all approval procedures and
publish documents for the public and
individuals on the internet.

Professionals

Accountants and lawyers can benefit from
faster document storage and retrieval.
You can store your statements, reports, taxation
details, records and legal documents.
Reducing the risk of loss you can centralize
documents from different sources and digitally
sign them.

Associations

The high volume of documents and the need
to define a distribution plan can easily be
managed with ARXivar ...

Workgroups

Imagine the technical office of a manufacturer
where you create drawings, documents,
manuals and quality procedures. All these
documents are the most important assets of
your company. With ARXivar you can ensure
their security and privacy, control revisions and
standards and group everything into job folders.

Quality certifications

With templates and workflows ARXivar is
perfect for managing documents under ISO
9000:2000 requirements, from document
standardization to process definition ...

Education

For example ARXivar has been used for the
storage of human resource manuals, internal
procedures and sample movies for personnel
training.

Banks

Think about how much paper flows into a bank,
with their security and privacy constraints and
you will understand immediately the benefits.
ARXivar in this area is already used for
contracts, HR and processes.

What it does
ARXivar is a platform that enables you to manage all your company
information.
It allows you to store any kind of information in a unique system: Office
documents, mail, faxes, scanned documents, CAD drawings, movies, music,
printing spools etc.
It lets you manage the security, the Business Process Workflow, the
distribution and digital signing of documents; to publish them on the WEB,
organize, group them into folders and much more. From now on, it can also
be the starting point for the creation of your company documents and
forms, perfect for ISO 9000 and workflow management.
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Document management
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ARXivar as a reference point for company information.
ARXivar is a complete and scalable Document and Business Process Management platform that allows you to
store all your company information in one place .
Think to it as a replacement for your file server. ARXivar allows you to manage any kind of documents, distribute
them, keep track of versions, trace a log or send them via mail and fax. All this information can be organized in
ARXivar Folders and electronic Binders. Can be linked together to form an information tree, that you can navigate,
thanks to its powerful integrated search engine.
The main idea was to create a platform to manage the information, not only archive them. With the integrated
workflow editor you can design how your organization will react, for example, when it receives a request for
quotation or when you hire a new employee or again how to manage the quality certification.
Finally the information in your company can easily be controlled, secured and transformed into an valuable asset.

ARXivar main functions:
Search: It is possible to search for information by any
combination of profile fields or in full-text mode with
the same flexibility as a search engine.
Numbering: You can generate reference numbers by
type of document or for all the information.
Views, Folders, Binders: You can link information in
different ways.
Versioning and log: Automatically manages the

revision history and trace the actions done on any
document.
Collaboration e distribution: The information becomes a shared asset without being duplicated
Archiving: From scanner, MFP, Barcode, files, from
printing spool, from ERP (incoming and outgoing).
Digital signature and Certified mails
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Dematerialization and Paperless Office

OUTGOING documents

ARXivar is able to automatically acquire all the documents that are generated by your ERP or any other management system. Using ARXivar Spool Recognition you can read data from invoices, orders, delivery sheets and
technicians support sheets and store them automatically.

ARXivar
Spool
Recognition
Pro

ERP or
IMS

Prints or Spool

INCOMING documents

For incoming documents we designed universal connectors for various ERP and management systems that
allowed us to automatically capture all documents received from suppliers, regardless of format, by encoding the
information through barcode labels.
If you need to get different types of paper forms, with ARXivar Free Form Recognition we can read information
from the documents without the need to define the layout.

Supplier invoices,
delivery sheets

ERP or
IMS
Barcode

ARXivar
Free
Form
Recognition

Dematerialization and Paperless Office
All the countries are accelerating over the digitalization of the information. Moreq in EU, HIPAA, GLBA, FACTA and
SoX in US, e-document (METI) in Japan, Substitutive Archive in Italy are rules and laws that are pushing the
Government offices and private company to increase the exchange of electronic format information.
ARXivar is a platform that can be easily used for supporting the new IT regulations regarding the storage of
electronic documents.
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WORKFLOW & Business Process Management (BPM)

"every document
created or received
triggers a PROCESS "*
A company is a complex machine that has to be adjusted
constantly. Increasingly, the competitive advantage of a
company, depends on its ability to quickly adapt to the
market changes and to excel in the business key processes
intended as a set of activities, coordinated and supported
by people, technology and knowledge.
With our integrated graphical workflow editor and its
wizards you can define actions, times, people who perform
activities in accordance with a particular procedural path.
All of the flows are kept under control and, under certain
conditions (delays, non-compliances etc), can automatically
trigger actions (sending e-mail, notifications and alerts),
according to your plan.
Reducing the execution time of processes you get benefits
in terms of effectiveness and efficiency and a significant
reduction in operating costs.

Usage sample:

Supplier invoice approval
Purchasing requests
Quality certification
Leave requests
Product Change Management
Mortgage approval
New and used cars sell

Employee sheet delivery
Customer support
Debt collection
Material quality control
Solvency control
Technical drawing distribution
Confirmation report mng

SIMPLE and FAST

Create the process

Define Tasks

Link them

and work ...

One of the most important aspects of our solution which our company invests a lot of time on, is "ease of use".
The ARXivar process modeller allows you to be autonomous in the creation and modification of your processes.
Processes aren’t static ! They might change at the end of each meeting but with ARXivar, in a few seconds, you can
tailor them to renew the whole business needs without having to disturb the "experts".

PLAN
DO

ACT
CHECK

Continuous improvement
With a process management tool we can monitor and analyze the workflows
and receive important data to assess the performance of the company.
We can think, draw, follow and monitor all the business processes, despite the
type, and integrate them with any ERP or information management system, with
great savings in time and therefore money.
* it should
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All in one

ALL in
ONE solution
We are able to manage all the
information of your company. A
modular solution that can grow and
adapt to your needs and budget.
With
one
solution
you
can
dematerialize, archive and manage your
documents and through Business
Process Management (BPM) transform
them into active elements of your
business.
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ARCHITECTURE
The ARXivar distributed architecture allows
you to configure the product to meet even
the most critical needs.
The information in ARXivar is handled by a
repository that takes care of data security,
compression and encryption, and runs over
an SQL engine (MS SQL Server, Oracle or
MySQL).
The client can either be completely web or
desktop based to allow the customer to be
able to leverage the speed and flexibility of
our platform. With the templates, ARXivar
can be used as the starting point for creating
documents (eg Offers, Leave requests,
Confirmation reports, Quality Management
etc.. ) We have also created some Web Parts to
allow the integration with MS SharePoint.
For our business partners we offer an SDK to
integrate their applications. We also expose all
the functionality through Web Services for the
integration with our customer solutions and
portals.
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We can help you manage
your most important asset:

information
Our ambitious aim is to "manage all your information" relieving you of the
responsibility for data security.
In our system we can store any kind of inbound and outbound documents, mail and
faxes.
From 2001, document management has been our core business. Our know-how
enabled us to work, with increasing success, with private and public companies,
government offices, banks and insurance companies.
Our solution has grown incorporating customer feedback and keeping in mind the
two basic principles of our system: simplicity in daily use and easy configuration
for expert users.
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